
  
CLA PLAYBOOK: 
A PRACTICAL RESOURCE FOR  
PROGRAM MANAGERS AND DESIGNERS
ACDI/VOCA's custom CLA Playbook provides practical 
resources, tips, and tools to help ACDI/VOCA project 
teams collaborate, learn, and adapt in more systematic 
and intentional ways.

It combines experiences and expertise across a diverse 
cross-section of our global project staff with existing 
resources from USAID and others in our industry.

 Available in 
English, 

Spanish and 
French!
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					 Examples	from	Practice	

• ACDI/VOCA’s	Crops	and	Dairy	Market	Systems	project	in	Tanzania	has	six	offices	spread	out	over
a broad	geographic area – this	makes	communication	challenging. To	overcome this they set up	
team WhatsAp	group	chats to encourage easy and real-time discussion	around learning
questions	and	to	share	successes	and	challenges	with	technical	and	M&E	teams.		

Resources
• 8	ways	to	build	collaborative	teams
• An	Epic	List	of	Great	Team	Building	Games	(Team	Building	Without	Time	Wasting)
• Behaviors	of	Collaborative	Leaders
• Facilitating	Good	Meetings	/	Discussions
• 15	Team	Building	Activities

External Collaboration 

Every	project	has	multiple	stakeholders	whose	input	and	buy-in	will	influence,	and	in	some	cases,	
determine project outcomes. These	could	include	government	(national	and	local),	private	sector	firms	
and	groups, other donors and	NGOs, CBOs, and	our end	beneficiaries. Seeking insight and	feedback,	
incorporating priorities, opinions	and	viewpoints, and	engaging stakeholders	as	co-implementers will	
help	build a “coalition of the willing” to	achieve goals and magnify your project’s scale and	influence.	

TIPS	
• Be strategic – work	with	the	right	stakeholders. Are	you	collaborating	with	the	right

stakeholders?	Use	stakeholder	analysis	and	collaboration	mapping	(see	resource	below)	to	
identify strategic stakeholders and	develop	a strategy for who, how and	when to engage.	
Consider	nominating	a	point	of	contact	with	each	partner	to	streamline	communication.		

• Make external collaboration intentional. Include activities intended to help increase
collaboration	between	external	stakeholders	within	your	annual	workplan	and	budget.	E.g.:

o Multi-stakeholder,	participatory	workplanning,	pause	and	reflect,	work	plan	reviews.
o Cross-donor	working	groups
o Industry	stakeholder	forums
o Technical	advisory	committees	or	strategic	advisory	groups
o Joint-implementation	of	project	activities
o Joint	learning	initiatives	(data	sharing,	writing	technical	briefs)
o Host	learning	conferences

• Define incentives/rewards of collaboration- Outline	the ‘value proposition’ of collaborative
initiatives	or	relationships.		Be	specific	and	define	this	value	from	the	perspective	of	the	
stakeholder, not the project.

• Capture impact from collaboration	– and collaborate onME&L: capture amplified	outcomes and	
indirect	impacts	stakeholder	collaboration	through	annual	indicators,	qualitative	studies,	or	other	
measurement	methodolgoies.		Collaboration	with	other	donors	around	performance	monitoring,	
impact evaluations, and	learning agendas is cost effective and	often	highly valued	by USAID.		
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CLA IN THE PROGRAM CYCLE:  

Collaborating (Section I); Learning (Section II); Adapting (Section III)  

I. COLLABORATING
The	Collaboration	component	is	about	strategically	choosing	key	stakeholders	and	working	together	
with them to reduce duplication, share knowledge and	learning, and	facilitate coordinated,	layered,	
sequenced, and collective actions. CLA	works best when	people are motivated	to	collaborate. There are	
two	elements of this component – internal and	external.		

Internal Collaboration 

We	often	assume	internal	collaboration	is	a	given.	Yet	project	teams	can	struggle	with	silos	–	especially	
with	silos between	technical and	M&E	– both	of which	are critical to	learning and	adaptation. Every	
person, in	every department, has a role to	play in	CLA.	

											TIPS	
• Professionalize internal	collaboration by	promoting it in	staff job	descriptions,	with	clear

expectations,	work	streams,	and	annual		performance	goals	and	metrics.	See	the	administrative	
sub-component under Resources for graduated performance	expectations in this area.

• Make	internal	collaboration	intentional	with	organizational	processes	such	as:
o Joint	/	mixed	team	workplanning	and	or	matrixed	implementation	teams	(market

systems,	nutrition,	M&E,	and	finance	all	as	one	team).	
o For	every	activity	in	the	workplan,	ask	“who	do	we	need	to	collaborate	with?”	

Identify opportunities and	include	collaboration	activities in annual work plan.	
o Team	building	activities
o Including	collaboration	as	part	of	monthly	project	meetings	–	what	is	the	team	

learning	about collaborating,	what	are we good	at, what could	we improve, etc.
• Promote	a	culture	of	collaboration	through:

o Modeling	collaborative	behavior	(especially	senior	management)
o Encouraging	open	communication	–	sharing	of	information,	experiences,

observations or opinions
o Scheduling	and	plan	for	regular/iterative	collaborative	events	or	activities
o Rewarding	cross-departmental	initiatives	to	improve	project	management/

administration/implementation	
• Make collaboration	effective – pay attention	to	productive meetings.	Use	an	engaged	

facilitator,	have	a	clear	agenda,	and	identify	defined	outputs.		
• Reflect on M&E data to	motivate internal collaboration: Utilize	disaggregated	M&E	data	and

dashboards	through	LEAP	(Learning,	Evaluation,	and	Analysis	Platform)	to	inform	a	discussion	
on project	results – and how better internal collaboration accross teams	(i.e. production	team
and marketing	team; technical unit	and	M&E	or	grants	teams) can enhance future success.

2	

What is CLA?  An Introduction. 
CLA is an approach to program design, management and 
implementation that emphasizes Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting, 
all within a supportive enabling environment.   

The	truth	is,	most	of	us	are	already	doing	elements	of	collaboration,	learning,	and	adaptation	
simply	because	it	makes	good	sense.	What	distinguishes	‘CLA’ as	an	approach is	the	way	all	
these	elements	work	
together in	a	manner	that	is	
intentional,	systematic,	
and well-resourced.				

USAID	pioneered	the	CLA	
approach (and	the	term	
“CLA” – others	may	simply	
call	it	adaptive	management).	
USAID’s	initial	focus	was to	
improve the effectiveness	of	
its	own	internal	operations; it	
now encompasses	
implementing partners.	
USAID	integrated	CLA into	its	
operational	policy	(ADS	201)	
in	2016. To	crystallize key	
elements	of	the	approach,	
USAID	developed	a CLA	
Framework,	graphically	
represented	by	this	‘wheel’	
on	the	right.		The Framework	has	six	components,	organized	into	two	categories:		

(1) CLA	in	the	Program	Cycle:	
1. collaborating intentionally	with	stakeholders	to	share	knowledge	and	reduce	

duplication	of	effort	
2. learning systematically by	drawing	on	evidence	from	a	variety	of	sources	and	taking	

time	to	reflect	on	implementation	
3. adapting	strategically	based	on	applied	learning

(2) Enabling	Conditions	for	CLA:	
4. culture	that	supports	core	behaviors	such	as	curiosity,	team	work,	and	feedback	
5. processes	to	make	CLA	intentional	and	strategic	
6. resources	to	ensure	CLA	priorities	are	funded,	staffed,	and	administered	
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III.  ADAPTING
Learning	has	little	value	without	action.	The	Adaptation	component	is	about	intentionally	planning	
activities	at	regular	and	strategic	moments in a project’s life cycle which	help	us to stop, think about	
what	we are learning and	observing, and	then	adjust program approaches, tactics and	interventions	
accordingly. Smart	adaptation leads to more effective programs and efficient	use of	resources. There	
are	two	sub-components under Adaption:	

• Pause	and	Reflect
• Adaptive	Management

Pause and Reflect 

Sometimes	we	fail	to	ask	the	most	basic	questions	–	is	this	working?		Or,	we	ask	the	same	questions	in	the	
same	way	every	time	and	are	surprised	when	we	get	the	same,	stale	answers. Pause	and	Reflect	activities	
are all about planning and carrying	out specific	and	regular	times	for reflection – as a	team AND on your	
own. Such moments are	critically	important reap the	benefits of collaboration and learning.			

Pause	and	reflect	activities	can	be	a	mix	of	standalone	and	embedded	initiatives.	Several	ideas:	

• After Action Review (AAR): An	assessment	conducted after	a	project	or major	activity which
allows	team	members	and	leaders	to	uncover	what	happened	and	why,	reassess	direction,	
and	review	both	successes	and challenges.	An example	from	a	market	development project in	
Uganda is here. A more	general, comprehensive	version	is here.	 One	ACDI/VOCA	CoP
suggests	allocating	1-2	hours	at	a	quarterly	sernior	staff	meeting to	do	AARs.	No	powerpoint	–	
just open	discussion	with	engaged	staff.

• Adapt,	Drop, Expand: Another simple idea illustrated by this Feed the Future AVC project in
Banglasdesh:	“One	of	the	most	important	actions	during	the	Quarterly	Portfolio	Review	is	
“Adapt, Drop, Expand”. Requiring every team to identify one intervention	that needs to	be
shifted,	one	that	is	not	working	and	needs	to	be	dropped,	and	one	that	should	be	expanded,	
has been	the	most	useful aspect	of	this	process.	It	messages	that the	team	should always	be
adapting and	shifting technical focus towards interventions with	the most momentum.” Several	
ACDI/VOCA	projects	including	FTF	Bangladesh	RDC	and Tanzania	CDMS	reguarly	do	this	activity.

• Data	Examinations: Invite	the M&E Team to	present	disagregated	activity	results,	using	LEAP
dashboard	visuals	for	ease	of	discussion	–	and	then	engage	in	open	discussions	with	techncial	
teams on	the links between outputs, outcomes, and the causal model.

• Appreciative	Inquiry: A change management approach that focuses on identifying what is
working	well,	analyzing	why	it	is	working	well	and	then	doing	more	of	it.	Video	interview	with
Kipp Sutton, USAID/RDMA.

Tailored 
Resources and 

Templates

Practical 
Tips

Examples 
from  

Projects

For more on CLA at ACDI/VOCA, contact

CLAPlaybook@acdivoca.onmicrosoft.com | acdivoca.org

An ACDI/VOCA Signature Tool



Summary of Practical Tips and Resources in this Playbook

COLLABORATING	 LEARNING	 ADAPTING	
Intentionally	engaging	with	strategic	
external	and	internal	stakeholders	to	
reduce	duplication,	enhance	learning,	and	
magnify	influence.	
	
Key	Tips:	
• Professionalize	&	reward	collab.	in	staff	

SOWs,	annual	reviews	
• Define	stakeholder’s	‘value

proposition’	(incentive)	to	collab.
• Be	efficient	and	strategic	
• Capture	impact	of	collab.,	use	data	to

motivate	internal	collab,	and	share	
ME&L	efforts	externally		

Select	Resources:	
• Collaboration	Worksheet
• Stakeholder	Analysis	and	

Collaboration	Mapping	Tool
• 8	ways	to	build	collab.	team                                                s
• Case	studies	on	donor	working	                 groups,	

strategic	planning,	etc

Learning	with	a	purpose:	tools,	
approaches,	behaviors	which	enable
strategic	learning	for	better	outcomes.
	
Key	Tips:	
• Build	shared	understanding	of	the

Theory	of	Change;	regularly	adapt	
based	on	learning	

• Develop	a	concise,	strategic	learning
agenda,	using	a	mixture	of	traditional	
and	‘action’	research	methods		

• Consider	scenario	planning	exercises
to	challenge	assumptions	

• Formalize	learning	activities	in	annual
workplan	and	budget	

Select	Resources:	
• LEAP	Tutorial	
• Theory	of	Ch                      ange	MEL	Guide
• Learning	Agenda	Template
• Case	studies	on	project	learning

questions,	mid-point	ToC	adapt                                                          ations	

Take	time	to	‘pause	and	reflect’	on	
learning	that	informs	decisions	about	
maintaining,	adapting,	or	dropping	an	
approach	or	tactic.	
	
Key	Tips:	
• Use	after	action	reviews,	scenario

planning,	adapt/drop/expand	tools	
to	guide	‘pause	and	reflect’	sessions	

• Ask	the	right,	probing	questions		
• Pilot	multiple	possibilities	and	set

concrete	timelines	for	CLA	research	
• Reflect	major	adaptations	in	annual

work	plans	but	adjust	iteratively	
throughout	the	year	

Select	Resources:	
• 5	Pause	and	Reflect	Activities
• Key	Adaptive	Management	re                                                     sources
• Sample	CLA	Plan
• Examples	of	adaptive	work	plan

strategies,	project	P&R	tactics	

PROCESSES RESOURCES	
How	to	cultivate	a	culture	of	openness,
relationship	building, and	continuous
learning	that	allows	CLA	to	thrive.	

Key	Tips:
• Provide	positive	feedback
• Create	shared experiences
• Understand	how intercultural and	
gender dynamics shape openness

• Design	open	office environment
• Promote,	reward creative	thinking
• Build time	for learning	into SOWs

Select Resources:
• 15	Team Building Activities
• 5	Ways	to	Build	a	Workplace	Culture	of

Continuous Improvement
• Mapping Leadership	(Inter)Cultures

Defined processes	for	decision-making,
knowledge	management, and
institutional	memory

Key	Tips:
• “Pause	and reflect” regularly
• Utilize	ACDI/VOCA	knowledge

management platforms
• Integrate CLA into SOWs, staff	review

process,	on-boarding and	exits.
• Transparent decision-making	

processes, delegate	authority

Select Resources:
• CLA Maturity Self-Assessment
• STAIRS Work Planning Handbook
• Facilitating Good Meetings
• SharePoint Tutorial
• Case	study on qtrly program reviews

Leveraging financial, human, and	
administrative (program award, pass-
thru	funds) resources to	enable CLA.	

Key	Tips:
• Budget for collaboration, learning	
• Create flexible pots of funding in	

annual budget requests to minimize	
mods due	to mid-year adaptation

• ADS	201	is	your	friend!
• Use	specific	recruitment techniques

to	identify CLA-related skills
• Wisely	choose	grant	mechanisms

Select Resources:
• Staff	Performance	Appraisal Form

with	CLA	behaviors
• CLA	Director,	CLA	Committee SOWs	
• Sample interview questions,

examples	of flexible	grants

Summary of Practical Tips and Resources in this Playbook

COLLABORATING LEARNING ADAPTING
Intentionally engaging with	strategic
external and	internal stakeholders to	
reduce duplication, enhance learning, and	
magnify influence.

Key	Tips:
• Professionalize	& reward collab. in staff	

SOWs, annual reviews
• Define stakeholder’s ‘value

proposition’ (incentive) to	collab.
• Be	efficient and strategic
• Capture	impact of collab., use	data to

motivate	internal collab, and share	
ME&L efforts externally

Select Resources:
• Collaboration	Worksheet
• Stakeholder Analysis and	

Collaboration	Mapping Tool
• 8	ways	to	build	collab.	teams
• Case	studies on donor working groups,

strategic planning, etc

Learning with	a purpose: tools,	
approaches, behaviors which enable	
strategic	learning for better outcomes.

Key	Tips:
• Build shared understanding	of the	

Theory of Change; regularly adapt
based	on learning

• Develop a	concise, strategic learning
agenda, using	a	mixture	of traditional
and ‘action’ research methods

• Consider scenario	planning exercises
to	challenge assumptions

• Formalize learning activities in annual
workplan	and	budget

Select Resources:
• LEAP	Tutorial
• Theory of Change MEL Guide
• Learning Agenda	Template
• Case	studies on project learning

questio s,	mid-point	ToC	adaptations

Take	time	to	‘pause and	reflect’ on	
learning	that	informs decisions about
maintaining, adapting, or dropping an	
approach or tactic.

Key	Tips:
• Use after action reviews, scenario

planning, adapt/drop/expand	tools
to	guide ‘pause and	reflect’ sessions

• Ask the right, probing questions
• Pilot	multiple	possibilities	and	set

concrete	timelines for CLA research
• Reflect major adaptations in annual

work plans but adjust iteratively
throughout the year

Select Resources:
• 5	Pause	and	Reflect	Activities
• Key	Adaptive	Management resources
• Sample	CLA Plan
• Examples of adaptive work plan

strategies,	project	P&R	tactics

CULTURE	 PROCESSES	 RESOURCES	
How	to	cultivate	a	culture	of	openness,	
relationship	building,	and	continuous	
learning	that	allows	CLA	to	thrive.	
	
Key	Tips:	
• Provide	positive	feedback	
• Create	shared	experiences	
• Understand	how	intercultural	and	
gender	dynamics	shape	openness	

• Design	open	office	environment	
• Promote,	reward	creative	thinking
• Build	time	for	learning	into	SOWs
	
Select	Resources:	
• 15	Team	Building	Activities	
• 5	Ways	to	Build	a	Workplace	Culture	of

Continuous	Improvement	

• Mapping	Leadership	(Inter)Cultures

Defined	processes	for	decision-making,	
knowledge	management,	and	
institutional	memory	
	
Key	Tips:	
• “Pause	and	reflect”	regularly	
• Utilize	ACDI/VOCA	knowledge

management	platforms	
• Integrate	CLA	into	SOWs,	staff	review

process,	on-boarding	and	exits.
• Transparent	decision-making	

processes,	delegate	authority		
	
Select	Resources:	
• CLA	Maturity	Self-Assessment		
• STAIRS	Work	Planning	Han                                               dbook
• Facilitating	Good	M                                   eetings
• SharePoint	Tutorial	
• Case	study	on	qtrly	program	reviews

Leveraging	financial,	human,	and	
administrative	(program	award,	pass-
thru	funds)	resources	to	enable	CLA.	
	
Key	Tips:	
• Budget	for	collaboration,	learning
• Create	flexible	pots	of	funding	in	

annual	budget	requests	to	minimize	
mods	due	to	mid-year	adaptation	

• ADS	201	is	your	friend!	
• Use	specific	recruitment	techniques

to	identify	CLA-related	skills	
• Wisely	choose	grant	mechanisms
	
Select	Resources:	
• Staff	Performance	Appraisal	Form

with	CLA	behaviors	
• CLA	Director,	CLA	Committee	SOWs
• Sample	interview	questions,

examples	of	flexible	grants	

A SNEAK PEEK OF TIPS AND RESOURCES




